
of metal, and we join hands 
with one another. 

We could stay here 
for days, 
each of us 
witnesses to our own deaths. 

William Meissner 
St. Cloud State Coll ege 

Friday Night Television 
I am kneading my own blood 
into pink clay. 
As I knead, I ask myself: where 
d~es the knife blade glisten 

like 
blue glow 

like a white eye with no eyeball 
madness? Madness crawling like~ 
under the logs of junked ' cars 
between cracks in sidewalks t·11· 
dimly-lit t 1 • 1 ing up 
l"k e ephone booths, squeezing itself 
le an electric worm thro h h" h 

spreading thinner, waitingufnvi:fb1:o!t:ge wires, 
the layers of plate glass e ween 
beneath the silver coating's f b 0 athroom mirrors. 

We ask ourselves: who has been killed? 
Who drinks blood and aughs? Who is guil ty? 

~e mold the clay skin of oJr 
into the shape of a cup 
We drink the grey speechless 
of dead men's dreams. 
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own hands 

aater 

William Meissner 
St • Cloud State College 

Books 
I 

Mostly Minnesota Poets in Review 

\oices ~ Beyond the Wall, by Thomas McGrath; Territorial 
~(P.O. Box 775, Moorhead, Minnesota 56560). $1.50 
(paper). 52 pages. 

In "Gone Away Blues," the last poem in Voices from 
~ the Wall, Tom McGrath says, "I have discovered the 
grammar of the Public Good. I have invented a language that 
can be understood •• ,." And in a comment on his work, in 
The" American Poetry Review, McGrath tells us that "comrnun
;iTty or solidarity--feelings which perhaps are more impor
tant to us th2n romantic love--never appear in our poetry." 
Language and community have long been important concerns in 
McGrath's work, 

But it- would be a sad blunder to reduce those concerns 
to "form" anc:I "content (political)", McGrath's poems are 
exciting because they are never reducible. He defies para
phrase. And his political poems, even the ones that go back 
to the forties, are not dated by the names and dates he men
tions, because his language is his own, not a language owned 
by politicians, not even by the revolutionaries McGrath 
champions. He is aware that the "language that can be 
understood," unlike the barbarisms of marketplaceand state
house, is (and must be) continually invented. So he cuts 
through and casts away cant and slogans, and gives us a 
language of personal observation and experience, as in "Ode 
for the American Dead in Asia": 

Your scarecrow valor grows 
And rusts like early lilac while the rose 
Blooms in Dakota and the stock exchange 
Flowers, 

He qoes not 
would be to 
altogether, 

merely "personalize" his language. To do ·so 
give up the possibility of political statement 

And political poems are the bulk of his work . 

There is a fashionable argument about whether poetry has 
its origin in experience or in language. A man like McGrath, 

, . with one foot firmly plante·d on each half of the dichotomy, 
shows us the foolishness of that kind of argument . Language 
is part of experience, and no experience means anything for 
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